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Research in first language development draws disproportionately from nontone languages. Such research is often presumed to reveal developmental universals in spite of the fact that most languages are tone languages. Recent research in the acquisition of tone languages points to a distinct course of development as compared to nontone languages. Our purpose is to provide an integrated review of research on lexical tone acquisition. First, the linguistic properties and origins of tone languages are described. Following this, research on the acquisition of tones in perception and production is reviewed and integrated. Possible reasons for the uniqueness of tone in language acquisition are discussed. Finally, theoretical advances promised by further research on tone acquisition and specific research directions are proposed.

Several decades of experimental research in language acquisition have led to momentous discoveries about the young language learner. From these findings, we can chart normative pathways to language proficiency from infancy through the formative years and, as a consequence, advance basic theories of language development. To date, research in the field of developmental psycholinguistics has focused primarily on children’s acquisition of Romance and Germanic languages (e.g., English, Spanish, and French), thus drawing from a limited range of language systems that use vowels and consonants to contrast word meanings (nontone languages). However, most human languages are tone languages and use lexical tone in addition to vowels and consonants to draw meaningful distinctions between words by systematically manipulating vocal pitch (Yip, 2002). For example, in Mandarin Chinese, the mostly widely spoken tone language, the word “ma” assumes different meanings based on the tone in which it is produced. “Ma” means “mother” when spoken in Tone 55, “hemp” when spoken in Tone 35, “horse” when spoken in Tone 214, and “to scold” when spoken in Tone 51. The use of tone is widespread among languages of the world with an estimated 60%–70% of languages presumed to be tone languages (Yip, 2002). As such, the majority of research on normative language acquisition draws disproportionately from a minority of languages. A natural consequence is that foundational theories of language development may not necessarily generalize to the population.

Our objective is to provide a review and integration of literature that investigates the acquisition of lexical tone over the first 3 years of life. We begin by providing an introduction to lexical tone, defining properties of lexical tones and describing cues relevant to the psycholinguistic processing of tone. Following this, we review and integrate literature on the perception of tones within three central domains of first language acquisition: (a) the formation of phonetic categories for tone, (b) the maturation and stabilization of tone categories, and (c) the integration of lexical tone into a child’s developing lexicon. We then progress to a review of the development of tone production abilities in early childhood, focusing on constraints on early tone production and on the pathway to mature tone productions within the tone language learning child. Further to this, we discuss possible reasons why tone may develop in ways that are unique in comparison to vowels and consonants. We then progress to situate our review of empirical research within broader theories and models of normative language development. Finally, we propose future empirical directions for research in tone language development that could potentially inform and advance the field of first language acquisition.
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An Introduction to Lexical Tone

Lexical tone refers to syllable-level shifts in the fundamental frequency contour that draw distinctions between the meanings of words. Lexical tone is primarily identified by fundamental frequency (or pitch), drawing on specific cues such as mean pitch and pitch contour (Chandrasekaran, Sampath, & Wong, 2010; Gandour, 1983, 1984; Whalen & Xu, 1992). However, lexical tone is not determined by pitch movements alone. Rather, there are other secondary cues to tone identity, most commonly reported to be duration, amplitude, vocal range, and the register of a speaker (Blicher, Diehl, & Cohen, 1990; Edmondson & Esling, 2006; Leather, 1983; Liu & Samuel, 2004; Whalen & Xu, 1992; Wong & Diehl, 2003). Secondary cues support native listeners’ identification of tones when pitch cues are removed or obscured (Liu & Samuel, 2004; Whalen & Xu, 1992). Therefore, although tone is most commonly defined by pitch changes in psycholinguistic research, in actual fact, a broader range of acoustic cues work in concert to drive tone identification. However, the research reviewed herein focuses predominantly on the perception and production of tones as defined by pitch cues.

The expression of lexical tone is somewhat dependent on other phonetic segments, such as vowels and consonants. Tone is typically instantiated on the vowel, but the realization of tone interacts with surrounding consonants (Hombert, Ohala, & Ewan, 1979; Lee, 2000). However, lexical tone is crucially different to vowels and consonants in two primary ways. First, lexical tone entails syllable-level changes, while vowels and consonants entail segmental changes. As a result, tone is sometimes classified as a suprasegmental cue, whereas vowels and consonants are incontrovertibly classified as segmental cues. Second, there are differences in the acoustic composition of vowels, consonants, and tones, most notably in the distribution of acoustic energy, which is clearly observable in spectral analysis. During speech production, the vocal tract permits the concentrated passage of acoustic energy at particular frequencies (while limiting the passage of sound at other frequencies). Formants refer to the high concentrations of acoustic energy that are permitted to pass through the vocal tract. Vowels and consonants are related to formant properties (specifically, frequency values and transitions) and are not typically defined in terms of fundamental frequency (F₀; Ladefoged & Disner, 2012). In contrast, lexical tone is not conventionally defined by formant structure, but primarily identified by F₀ variation (Gandour, 1978). As such, the primary acoustic-phonetic cues associated with tone production differ from that associated with the production of consonants and vowels.

The origin of tone in human languages (known as “tonogenesis”) has been extensively documented in South East Asian languages, such as Mandarin Chinese and Vietnamese (see Haudricourt, 1954; Matisoff, 1973; Thurgood, 2002). Tone is thought to have evolved due to the monosyllabic nature of particular languages, which resulted in syllables that contained a wide variety of consonant sounds that were used to contrast meaning. Gradually, differences between certain consonants were neutralized. Tones then reportedly emerged as a way to maintain distinctiveness between similar-sounding words (Matisoff, 1973). In particular, it is proposed that in early phases of the evolution of tones, pitch height of tones originated from the attrition of syllable-initial consonant contrasts and pitch contours from the attrition of syllable-final consonants (Haudricourt, 1954).

Relevant to their linguistic origin, tone languages are not randomly distributed throughout the world. Rather, they aggregate within certain geographical regions where they serve as the linguistic norm. This patterning has led to conclusions that contact with neighboring languages has contributed to the emergence of particular tone languages (e.g., tone in Vietnamese is thought to have emerged from intensive contact with Chinese languages; Matisoff, 2001). Regions with a high concentration of tone languages include sub-Saharan Africa and continental and mainland South East Asia (Indo-Chinese Peninsular), Central America, the Caribbean, and the Amazon basin. Tone languages are rare in Europe, North Africa, and America. The geographical aggregation of tones may be due to the fact that tone languages may have spread via contact with other tone languages in the region. A second proposed reason (not mutually exclusive from the first) is that there may be a significant concordance between the population frequency of specific genetic expressions and the areas in which tone languages are commonly spoken, suggesting that some populations may also have a genetic predisposition to tone. Two particular genes, ASPM-D and MCPH-D, have been thought to affect neural organization in subtle ways that favor perception and acquisition of linguistic tone (Dediu & Ladd, 2007).

Tone languages are not all alike and are broadly defined in two ways: contour tone systems and register tone systems. Contour tones involve complex
changes in the pitch contour to impart changes in word meaning (e.g., Mandarin Chinese). Register tone languages draw from a set of relatively level (flat) tones to distinguish meaning via tone, such as many Bantu languages. An example of the inventory of a contour tone language and a register tone language can be seen in Figure 1a and b. It should be noted that some languages combine contour and register tones, such as the Kru languages spoken in the Southwest Ivory Coast and Southern Liberia. In addition to the form assumed by tones, the linguistic functions of tones also vary by geographical location. In East Asia, tone is typically lexical, whereas in many African languages, tone often serves a more significant grammatical function rather than lexical function.

A family of languages often likened to tone languages are pitch-accent languages. Although speakers of tone and pitch-accent languages process vocal pitch in similar ways (Burnham et al., 2014), the extent to which tone is used in tone languages differs from that of pitch-accent languages. In tone languages, each syllable within a word has a distinct tone assignment that determines its meaning. However, in pitch-accent languages, such as Swedish and Japanese, variation in pitch is imposed on a subset of syllables, often within a word, and not all words receive a pitch accent. Pitch-accent languages are therefore sometimes described as “reduced” tone languages, although their linguistic status is not uncontroversial (see Hyman, 2009).

For the most part, experimental research on the acquisition of lexical tone has focused on East Asian tone languages and more specifically on Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese, and Thai. The tone inventories of commonly studied tone languages (Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese, and Thai) are listed in Table 1. Tones are conventionally denoted using a numerical system devised by Chao (1930). Within the Chao numerals system, each tone is denoted by a numeric sequence that describes the onset and offset pitch of a syllable using a scale of 1–5. There is a possible additional medial number in the case of a complex pitch contour such as those with an inflection point. In this sequence, the lowest pitch is represented by 1 and the highest by 5. For instance,
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**Figure 1.** (a) The Mandarin tone inventory (contoured tones; from Wang et al. 1999). (b) The Yoruba tone inventory (register tones; from Hombert et al., 1979).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Chao tone numerals</th>
<th>Tone contour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandarin</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>High level (level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Midrising (rising)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>214</td>
<td>Low dipping (dipping)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>High falling (falling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>High level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>High rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Midlevel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Low falling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Low rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Low level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Falling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45/55/454</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tone 55 describes a high-level tone (high-onset-high-offset pitch) and Tone 35 describes a rising tone (medium-onset-high-offset pitch). It should also be noted that these numerals are relative to a speaker’s vocal range, and do not reflect absolute pitch values. In this review, all tones will be represented by their Chao tone numerals for the purposes of simplicity.

The Formation of Lexical Tonal Categories

One of the first steps to mastering a tone language is to determine that tones serve a lexical function within the learner’s native language and as such, they must be accurately discriminated by the tone language learner. In all languages, the ability to perceive native phonological contrasts is a crucial component of first language acquisition and is thought to foreshadow the development of formal language skills (Kuhl, 2004; Werker, 2003). A vast body of research has demonstrated that infants begin life with the ability to distinguish a wide variety of vowels and consonants whether or not these sounds are contrasted within the infant’s native language (Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk, & Vigorito, 1971; Polka & Werker, 1994; Werker & Tees, 1984; but see Best & Tyler, 2007). This has led to the characterization of newborn infants as “universal listeners” (Kuhl, 2011). Infants then undergo major developmental changes in phonetic perception over the 1st year of life, retaining the ability to distinguish vowels and consonants that feature in the native language, and demonstrating a decline in their ability to distinguish many foreign vowels and consonants (Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992; Kuhl et al., 2006; Polka & Werker, 1994; Werker & Tees, 1984). This shift in the perception of vowels and consonants toward the properties of the native language is known as phonological attunement and is recognized as a critical phase in first language development (Curtin, Byers-Heinlein, & Werker, 2011; Kuhl, 2004; Werker, 2003).

More recently, there have been several initiatives to investigate phonological attunement of lexical tone. Studies have investigated early sensitivity to lexical tone in two domains: the auditory discrimination of lexical tones in infancy and the association of lexical tones with meaning. Collectively, these studies have revealed important differences in the emergence of a phoneme inventory for tone as compared to vowels and consonants.

The Development of Lexical Tone Categories: Evidence From Infant Phoneme Discrimination

Discrimination of Lexical Tone in Tone Language Learners

Experimental approaches to tone discrimination originated through a study by Harrison (2000) who compared tone-language-exposed (Yorùbá) infants with nontone-language-exposed (English) infants on responses to tone contrasts. Using a visual reinforcement paradigm where infants were exposed to an auditory stimulus and then conditioned to make a headturn in response to a change in stimulus, 6- to 8-month old Yorùbá-learning and English-learning infants were tested on their sensitivity to tone contrasts in Yorùbá. The results of this study demonstrated that while Yorùbá-exposed infants were able to distinguish some Yorùbá tones, English-exposed infants were unable to discriminate any of the tone contrasts. This study provided the first experimental evidence that early tone discrimination is modified by tone language experience. Harrison’s findings complemented a long-standing tradition of research on vowel and consonant perception in revealing effects of native language experience on phonetic perception in infancy.

Since Harrison’s (2000) initial investigation, several other studies pursued the question of when infants attune to tone, revealing a more complex developmental timetable. In a study by Tsao (2008), Mandarin-learning infants from 10 to 12 months of age were tested on their abilities to distinguish Mandarin tone contrasts. The tone pairs to be discriminated varied in acoustic salience. For instance, Mandarin Tones 55 and 214 are a highly distinct tone pair, Tones 35 and 51 are moderately distinct from each other, and Tones 35 and 214 are minimally distinct from one another. While Mandarin Chinese infants were able to discriminate Mandarin tones, they showed differences in performance based on the tone pair tested: Tones 55 and 214 were discriminated with higher accuracy than Tones 35 and 214 and Tones 35 and 51 (which yielded comparable performance). Moreover, the highly discriminable pair, Tones 55 and 214, were better discriminated when familiarized with Tone 55 and tested on Tone 214 than vice versa. Effects of stimulus-specific discriminability reported by Tsao mirror those reported in studies of the attunement of vowels and consonants (Anderson, Morgan, & White, 2003; Narayan, Werker, & Beddor, 2010). Effects of direction of testing are consistent with prior studies reporting directional asymmetries...
in vowel discrimination (Kuhl et al., 2006; Polka & Bohn, 2003).

Tsao’s (2008) study investigated tone discrimination in infants between 10 and 12 months, typically defined as the terminal phase of native phonological attunement for vowels and consonants (Werker & Tees, 1984). Developmental changes in tone perception at earlier phases of infancy were systematically explored by Yeung, Chen, and Werker (2013). Using a habituation-based paradigm, Yeung et al. investigated age-based changes in tone perception by comparing tone- (Cantonese or Mandarin) and nontone-language-exposed (English) infants at 4 and 9 months on discrimination of Cantonese tones. The primary dependent measure was fixation time to a visual display during repeated presentations of particular tone strings (e.g., Tone 25 and Tone 33) in comparison to fixation time to the same visual display when the same tones alternated (e.g., tokens of Tone 25 interspersed with tokens of Tone 33). The authors discovered that English-exposed infants discriminated Cantonese tone contrasts at 4 months but demonstrated attenuation in this ability at 9 months. By contrast, Cantonese- and Mandarin-exposed infants could discriminate Cantonese tones under particular conditions (i.e., when trained on Cantonese Tone 25, discrimination abilities were relatively strong, but when trained on Tone 33, their ability to discriminate tones were much weaker). Moreover, Cantonese- and Mandarin-exposed infants showed different responses to one tone (Cantonese Tone 25), which the authors attributed to differences in how this tone relates to the native tone inventories of Cantonese and Mandarin. Yeung et al., therefore, demonstrated a decline in sensitivity to lexical tones for nontone learning infants between 4 and 9 months or age, but no decline for tone language learning infants over this period.

In contrast to previous results obtained with vowels and consonants, Yeung et al. (2013) demonstrated very specific effects of language experience on infant phonetic perception as early as 4 months of age: English-, Cantonese-, and Mandarin-exposed infants each demonstrated different discrimination abilities that accorded with the properties of their native language at this stage. This study suggests that phonetic categories for tone evolve earlier than those for vowels and consonants. Furthermore, this study called into question existing notions of infants under the age of 6 months as being universal listeners, suggesting that this description may not apply to the large proportion of infants learning a tone language.

Although tone categories seem to emerge early in development, this leaves open the question of whether early tone categories are phonologically well specified and by extension, whether they are truly “native.” Ideally, emergent tone representations should be very precisely tuned to the native tone inventory, as appears to be the case for nasal vowel and consonant categories (see Best, 1995). In a study that bears on the phonological specificity of early tone categories, Mattock and Burnham (2006) sampled English- and Chinese- (Mandarin or Cantonese) learning infants at 6 and 9 months. Infants were tested on their ability to discriminate Thai tone contrasts. Mattock and Burnham reported that English-exposed infants demonstrated attenuation in tone sensitivity between 6 and 9 months, while Chinese-learning infants exhibited a sustained sensitivity to Thai tones over this period. Both groups demonstrated similar sensitivities to musical tone, suggesting that tone attunement may generalize across tone inventories (i.e., from Cantonese or Mandarin to Thai), but not from voiced sourced to instrumental pitch contrasts.

Mattock and Burnham’s (2006) report of attunement to Thai tones in Chinese-learning infants is difficult to reconcile with those obtained by Yeung et al. (2013), whose findings suggest a high degree of phonological specificity of tone attunement as early as 4 months. There are several methodological differences that may account for the discrepancy in findings reported by Mattock and Burnham and Yeung et al. First, it is highly possible that performance is governed by the precise relation between the tones used as experimental stimuli and the learners’ native tone inventory (as previously documented for vowels and consonants by Best, 1995, and for tones by Reid et al., 2014). For example, in contrast to stimuli used by Yeung et al., the Thai stimuli employed by Mattock and Burnham incorporated lengthier tone segments comprising acoustically distinct tone pairs. The inclusion of a highly salient contrast may have facilitated Thai tone discrimination in Chinese-learning infants. Second, the dependent measures extracted from each study (percent correct from a conditioned headturn paradigm employed by Mattock & Burnham, 2006, vs. visual fixation to a neutral stimulus upon presentation of tones in a stimulus alternating paradigm by Yeung et al., 2013) are quite different in the demands they place on the infant, in their relative sensitivity, and, therefore, in their interpretive scope. In particular, conditioned headturn paradigms require infants to execute a learned behavior
in response to a distinction taught in the laboratory (and presumably also accrued outside of the laboratory), whereas visual habituation tracks infants’ response to stimulus changes based on experience primarily acquired outside of the laboratory. These differences may modify the pattern of results and limit the degree to which these studies can be compared. Moreover, Mattock and Burnham’s sample infants were on average bilingual, who may maintain more open-ended phonological systems (see Kuhl, 2011), whereas Yeung et al. tested monolingual infants. Finally, it is possible that the Thai tone contrasts employed by Mattock and Burnham, in addition to being highly salient in general, may have assimilated to native tone contrasts in Chinese, in which case discrimination of non-native Thai tones by Chinese infants would be predicted. The mapping between non-native stimuli and the native phonological inventory is a well-attested determinant of early phonological attunement of vowels and consonants (Best, 1995). Such relation may also determine phonological attunement to tone.

Discrimination of Lexical Tone in Nontone Language Learners

While tone perception has been investigated in tone language learners, a useful corollary is to investigate how nontone language learners perceive lexical tones. Every language incorporates pitch contrasts in the form of intonational variation. In nontone language learners, it is possible that the specific type of experience infants acquire with pitch variation in their native language may determine responses to lexical tones. For example, one might expect tone sensitivity to vary for stress- and syllable-timed language learners given that stress-timed languages contain greater pitch variation. This question was posed by Mattock, Molnar, Polka, and Burnham (2008) in a study involving 4-, 6-, and 9-month-old English- and French-learning infants, learning stress- and syllable-timed languages, respectively. Infants were tested on their sensitivity to Thai tone contrasts. Both French- and English-learning infants demonstrated a similar pattern of performance: All infants could discriminate tones at 4 and 6 months, but not at 9 months of age. This suggests that sensitivity to tone in nontone language learners is not contingent on the extent to which pitch variation is incorporated into the native language.

A series of studies have reported perceptual attunement to lexical tone in the 1st year of life (Harrison, 2000; Mattock & Burnham, 2006; Mattock et al., 2008; Yeung et al., 2013) as previously reported for vowels and consonants. However, in striking contrast to findings with vowels and consonants, the decline in tone discrimination appears to be transient and subject to subsequent reversal, demonstrated in a recent study by Liu and Kager (2014). Liu and Kager sampled nontone-language-learning infants and charted tone discrimination at several age groups between 5 and 18 months. Their investigation of infants’ sensitivity to a highly discriminable Mandarin tone contrast (Tones 55 and 51) revealed a U-shaped discrimination pattern emerged across age groups. Specifically, infants between 8 and 12 months showed the weakest evidence of discrimination, whereas discrimination was relatively strong prior to 8 months and, perhaps more intriguingly, after 12 months. This finding stands in sharp contrast to prior studies with vowels and consonants, many of which have consistently demonstrated a decline in discrimination of non-native contrasts after 10–12 months (Kuhl et al., 1992; Polka & Werker, 1994; Werker & Tees, 1984). Liu and Kager then manipulated the tone contrasts to systematically reduce differences in fundamental frequency, making their stimuli harder to contrast. In response to this, only the youngest (5–6 months) and oldest (17–18 months) infants succeeded in discriminating similar sounding tone contrasts. Therefore, it appears that tone perception in learners of nontone languages assumes a non-normative developmental pattern in relation to that documented for vowels and consonants.

Liu and Kager (2014) further investigated the degree of flexibility associated with tone discrimination within the period of decline (11–12 months) by assessing distributional learning of tone categories during this phase. Liu and Kager familiarized 11- to 12-month old nontone-language-learning infants with two distributional profiles for tone. One profile was a bimodal distribution, previously shown to elicit the formation of two phonetic categories, and the other was a unimodal distribution, previously shown to elicit a single phonetic category (Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002). In their sample of 11-month old infants learning a nontone language (Dutch), the bimodal distribution resulted in two tone categories and the unimodal distribution resulted in a single category. This provides empirical evidence that the reduction in tone discrimination observed between 11 and 12 months is associated with residual flexibility and openness to tone as a source of phonemic contrast such that tone categories could be created based on varying statistical properties of the input.
A Summary of the Development of Phonetic Categories for Tone

On account of recent research on the acquisition of the phonetic category structure for tone, a developmental pathway to tone language attunement is gradually coming into focus. As compared to consonant and vowel systems, the trajectory of phonological attunement appears quite distinct for lexical tone. In particular, what was traditionally conceived of as a language-general stage of phonological development (birth to 6 months) appears not to be so for tone-exposed infants, who already show primitive lexical tone categories based on ambient language exposure as early as 4 months. A natural question to emerge from these findings is why tone categories are evident prior to vowel and consonant categories for native learners. While there are no definitive answers to this question as of yet, we proposed three candidate reasons for the early establishment of tone categories.

First, tone is largely driven by variation in vocal pitch. Infants show an early inclination toward vocal pitch variation in speech, which is thought to underlie a range of listening preferences, such as a preference for infant-directed prosody, for native language prosody, and for emotional prosody (Fernald, 1992; Gleitman, Newport, & Gleitman, 1984; Höhle, Bijeljac-Babic, Herold, Weissenborn, & Nazzi, 2009; Singh, Morgan, & Best, 2002). A heavy attentional focus on pitch variation at an early age may lead to early analysis of elements of phonology that are convolved with pitch, such as lexical tone. As such, sources of variation driven by pitch shifts may be more precociously analyzed than those driven by segmental variation, such as vowels and consonants.

A second possibility for the early establishment of tone categories relates to processing load. Of the tone languages sampled in empirical research thus far, there are fewer tones than consonants or vowels. For example, there are 21 onset consonants, 5 monophthong vowels (with several additional diphthongs and triphthongs), and only 4 lexical tones in Mandarin Chinese. Likewise, Thai has 21 consonants, 24 vowels, and 5 tones. This may greatly reduce the learning burden for deriving and consolidating tone inventories relative to consonant and vowel inventories and may contribute to the early emergence of tone sensitivities.

Third, the status of tone as a suprasegmental unit of speech may favor its early analysis and acquisition. Suprasegmental phonology is accessible to infants much earlier than segmental phonology and is arguably the only source of phonological information available prenatally (e.g., Mehler et al., 1988). There is evidence for fetal learning of suprasegmental information prenatally (Mehler et al., 1988; Nazzi, Bertoncini, & Mehler, 1998). Furthermore, suprasegmental cues are prioritized over segmental cues in linguistic analyses when they are placed in competition with one another (e.g., Mattys, Jusczyk, Luce, & Morgan, 1999). It is therefore possible that a natural scalar ordering exists in the development of phonetic categories from global units to local units in terms of ease of computation, which may favor the precocious analysis of tones.

Each of the candidate explanations presented above await further empirical evidence in order to convincingly explain why infants may get a “head start” with lexical tone and furthermore, why tone attunement may be associated with an extended and more complex timetable (Liu & Kager, 2014). In the next section, the link between tone perception and vocabulary development will be explored.

Integration of Tone Into Word-Level Representations: Evidence From the Lexical Level

The integration of tone into the native vocabulary introduces a different set of demands for tone and nontone language learners: Nontone language learners must disregard pitch contrasts in searching for the lexical identity of a word, and tone language learners must selectively incorporate phonemic pitch variation in determining the meanings of words. Both of these processes have been investigated in recent research.

Lexical Integration of Tone (Nontone Language Learners)

With regard to the first issue of whether nontone language learners disregard tone variation when hearing words, there have been several studies to investigate this issue using words varying in vocal pitch. At the earliest age group, Singh, White, and Morgan (2008) familiarized English-learning infants at 7.5 and 9 months with monosyllabic words. Infants were then exposed to pitch-matched and pitch-mismatched forms of the same words in the context of test passages. At 7.5 months, infants only equated pitch-matched words and it was not until 9 months that infants equated pitch-mismatched forms. At these ages, infants were not expected to have meaning associated with the word forms they heard and their task was primarily
to find repetitions of words in speech and not to demonstrate an association between these words and their meanings. Nevertheless, infants underwent a developmental progression in their integration of pitch into native word forms between 7.5 and 9 months.

To address the possibility that pitch may be more closely integrated in a word-learning situation, Quam and Swingley (2010) tested recognition of newly learned word forms when the words were pitch matched and pitch mismatched in 30-month-old English-learning toddlers. In their design, participants were taught a new nonword, a “deebo,” as a label for a new toy. During a subsequent test phase, the target word was presented identically to the trained pronunciation, with a change in pitch, or with a change in vowel (i.e., “dahbo”). Toddlers showed linguistically mature responses to vowel and tones, selecting the target as a referent when it was labeled with the correct pronunciation and when it was labeled with a tone variant of the correct pronunciation. They did not accept a label for the target that had undergone a vowel change. This suggests that by 2.5 years of age, learners of a nontone language have already categorized vocal pitch changes as lexically irrelevant.

It should be noted that the pitch variants used by Singh et al. (2008) and Quam and Swingley (2010) were not actual tone contrasts. They were pitch contrasts that were not drawn from any lexical tone inventory. It is possible that nontone language learners would have responded differently to true lexical tone contrasts in a word-learning context. In a study employing lexical tone contrasts drawn from Mandarin Chinese, Singh, Tam, Chan, and Golinkoff (2014) familiarized nontone language learners with novel objects labeled with novel words. Infants were then tested on recognition of learned words via a preferential looking paradigm when labels were correctly pronounced, altered due to a change in tone (Mandarin Tones 35 vs. 51) or altered due to a change in vowel. English-learning infants were tested at 18 and 24 months. As early as 18 months, English-learning infants linked words to their tones, such that tone variants were treated as mispronunciations. Later at 24 months, English-learning infants accepted tone variants as differing realizations of the same word. A complementary set of findings was obtained by Hay, Graf Estes, Wang, and Saffran (2015) using a habituation-based paradigm: Hay et al. (2015) demonstrated recognition on the part of English-learning infants that lexical tones did not determine meaning at 19 months.

### Lexical Integration of Tone (Tone Language Learners)

Several studies have investigated the companion question of when tone language learners integrate tone into words. In a study designed to investigate whether tone language learners encode lexical tone in infancy, Singh and Foong (2012) tested English-Mandarin bilingual infants on their abilities to recognize familiarized English words varying in pitch and Mandarin words varying in tone. Each infant went through two testing sessions, one in English and one in Mandarin. During each session, infants were familiarized with two words and then tested on recognition of each word in sentences. In English test sentences, one word was changed in pitch from the familiarization set and one word was matched in pitch. In Chinese test sentences, one word was changed in lexical tone from the familiarization set and one word was matched in tone. Infants were tested at three ages: 7.5, 9, and 11 months. At 7.5 months, infants differentiated words based on tone contrasts in Mandarin and pitch contrasts in English. At 9 months, infants equated tone contrastive forms in Mandarin and equated pitch contrastive forms in English. However, at 11 months, infants distinguished tone variants in Mandarin, but equated pitch variants in English, demonstrating language-specific responses to pitch movements across each of their languages. These findings suggest bilingual infants undergo an important transition between 7.5 and 11 months in appreciating the lexical role played by pitch in each of their native languages.

A direct comparison of how tone and nontone language learners respond to tone in word-learning tasks was drawn by Singh et al. (2014). In this study, 18- and 24-month-old infants were trained on novel object–word pairings and tested on recognition of these words when they varied in tones and vowels. Performance was compared across English-learning infants and Mandarin-learning infants with each group being tested in their native language. Results demonstrated that both English and Mandarin learners demonstrated similar patterns of tone integration to one another at 18 months: Both groups defined newly learned words by tone and vowel quality in equal measure. At 24 months, English and Mandarin learners diverged in their interpretation of tone. At this point, Mandarin-learning infants differentiated words based on tone and vowel changes. English-learning infants no longer differentiated words

---
based on tone contrasts, although they did distinguish words based on vowel contrasts.

While Singh et al. (2014) used a single, highly salient contrast, the effects of less salient contrasts on word recognition were investigated by Gao, Shi, and Li (2011) in a preferential looking paradigm. When tested on their recognition of known words, Mandarin-speaking toddlers (19–26 months) did not appear to detect a subtle tone substitution (Tone 35–214), whereas they did detect a more salient tone contrast (Tone 35–51, which was the same contrast employed by Singh et al., 2014). This suggests that sensitivity to tone contrasts at the lexical level is potentially modified by the salience of a particular tone contrast.

In a direct comparison of the effects of variation in tones, vowels, and consonants on spoken word recognition in Mandarin-learning children, Singh, Goh, and Wewalaarachchi (2015) investigated recognition of familiar words in Mandarin-speaking toddlers between 2.5 and 3.5 years of age. All trials were conducted in Mandarin. On half the trials, the name of the target was correctly pronounced. The other half of the trials entailed a substitution of the correct label with a mispronounced label by changing the vowel, initial consonant, or tone of the original label. Results demonstrated that toddlers recognized all three types of changes to be mispronunciations. However, in terms of their relative sensitivity to each type of mispronunciation, toddlers were highly sensitive to tone mispronunciations and less sensitive to vowel and consonant mispronunciations. It should be noted that preschoolers were also sampled in this study (4- to 5-year-olds). Preschoolers demonstrated an increase in sensitivity to vowel and consonant variation (as one would expect in an older sample), yet their sensitivity to tone variation was reduced as compared to the toddler sample. This reduction in sensitivity with age is reminiscent of conclusions drawn by Liu and Kager (2014) with regard to phonetic discrimination, specifically, that tone categories may emerge early, but that they undergo considerable subsequent refinement along an extended trajectory as compared to vowels and consonants.

A Summary of the Development of the Lexical Integration of Tone

Findings of studies investigating the integration of tone into words reviewed thus far point to an early and de facto sensitivity to tone as a potential determinant of meaning. This is based on convergent evidence from auditory word recognition, novel word learning, and familiar word recognition demonstrating a high degree of sensitivity to tone as a determinant of lexical identity. In broad terms, the pattern of results obtained from the lexical level are consistent with those obtained at the phonetic level. In phoneme discrimination, infants appear to show an early sensitivity to lexical tone in comparison to vowels and consonants, but tone sensitivity appears to linger beyond that of vowels and consonants (Liu & Kager, 2014). Correspondingly, in word-learning tasks, infants appear highly sensitive to tone and encode tone information even if their native language does not (Singh et al., 2014) although tone sensitivity appears comparatively low in preschool children as compared to toddlers (Singh et al., 2015). Tone therefore appears to feature prominently in the speech percept in infants and toddlers and to exert potent influences on early perception in tone and nontone language learners alike. However, based on evidence available to date, the trajectory of tone acquisition in perception appears more complex than that associated with phonetic segments (see Figure 2 for an integrated timeline of sensitivity to tone in phoneme discrimination and lexical processing tasks).

In addition to developing a perceptual framework that is aligned with the native tone system, tone language learners must be able to produce lexical tones accurately. While the empirical study of tone perception in early language learners is relatively recent, tone production has been systematically investigated over the past 40 years using analyses of individual cases, corpora, and experimental approaches. As in the case of perception, tone production appears to assume a different maturational course to vowels and consonants.

The Development of Tone Production

As with perception, studies on tone production focus largely on Chinese languages, such as Mandarin and Cantonese with few exceptions. Prior studies in tone productions have proceeded in two directions: establishing a developmental trajectory of when children acquire an awareness of the native tone inventory and on the order of acquisition of specific tones in vocal production. Each of these areas will be treated in sequence.

The Developmental Trajectory of Tone Production

Early studies in tone production focused on closely examining tone productions in individual
children’s vocalizations. A case study by Clumeck (1977) documented the production of lexical tones in protowords in one infant exposed to Mandarin Chinese in the 2nd year of life. Prior to the use of tone in association with lexical identity, Clumeck noted the earlier intentional use of pitch as a source of prosodic contrast in the conveyance of emotion. He also observed that the child appeared to have a “hypothesis” that words have a characteristic pitch by the end of the 2nd year of life, demonstrated by the child’s adoption of rising pitch contours as a feature of particular Mandarin words. Clumeck observed two additional children from Mandarin Chinese-speaking families (Clumeck, 1980), one in the 2nd year of life and the other in the 3rd year of life. He noted that both children could produce all the tones in the Mandarin inventory throughout the period of observation. However, he also noted that it took a much longer time for the children to distinguish phonemic tone variation from allophonic tone variation and to therefore demonstrate mature tone knowledge in production.

Case studies by Clumeck (1977) and others (see also Chao, 1951; Tse, 1978; Tuaycharoen, 1977, for additional case studies of tone production) have charted spontaneous tone productions of children over the first 2–3 years of life. In each of these case studies, however, interpretation of findings is arguably limited by several factors. Specifically, the focus on a single child, the absence of comparison of children’s productions to mature tone forms, and an absence of more objective measures of early tone productions limit the scope of interpretation. Nevertheless, these initial forays into native tone production laid important groundwork for further empirical studies in this area.

The first study of tone acquisition using a group sample was conducted by Li and Thompson (1977) in which a cohort of 17 Mandarin-Chinese-learning children were observed between the ages of 1.5 and
3 years over a period of 7 months. Sessions consisted of a picture-naming task designed to elicit tone productions. From records of tones produced over time, Li and Thompson observed a clear progression in the emergence and refinement of early tones. Based on their data, they arrived at a four-stage model of tone acquisition. At Stage 1, single-word utterances prevail and the early tone inventory is relatively sparse. High tones (55) and falling tones (51) are the primary tones produced. Stage 2 is characterized by children continuing to produce single-word utterances, and although all the tones had surfaced by this stage in Li and Thompson’s cohort, there remained tone confusion between Mandarin Tones 35 and 214 (rising and dipping tones). Evidence of confusion between these tones persisted into Stage 3, also marked by the advent of multiword utterances. At this stage, however, children demonstrated a primitive understanding of how phonological context can alter the realization of a tone. Maturation of the tone system was evident at Stage 4 where sentences were produced, with each word receiving correct tone assignment. It should be noted that Li and Thompson did not present age ranges for each stage. However, a conclusion drawn from their study was that the tone system is acquired precociously relative to consonants and vowels in production.

Using a similar method designed to chart age-related developments in tone production, Hua and Dodd (2000) investigated tone production via picture naming in a study of 129 monolingual Mandarin learners between the ages of 1.5 and 4.5 years in a cross-sectional design. In contrast to Li and Thompson (1977), and Hua and Dodd adopted a different approach, attempting to compare tone, consonant, and vowel productions. The authors explored productive speech errors committed by the participants. By the time the children were 4.5 years old, 90% were able to articulate the entire inventory of 21 syllable-initial consonants. Additionally, while vowels emerged very early in development such that even the youngest children (1.5 years) were able to produce simple vowels, vowel reduction was evident throughout all groups. In comparison to vowels and consonants, tone errors were extremely low in frequency and only observed in the youngest age group (1.5 years). Thus, the authors concluded that tone is the very first type of phonetic segment to be fully acquired and syllable-final consonants were the last to be acquired. Using a different tone inventory to ask a similar set of questions about tone production, So and Dodd (1995) investigated tone production with a larger tone inventory (Cantonese). Although Cantonese has a comparatively dense tone space relative to Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese learners showed a similar pattern of early tone acquisition with very few errors in tones or vowels registered after 2 years of age. In contrast, consonants were only reliably produced between by 5 years of age. Finally, early acquisition of tone relative to vowels and consonants was further corroborated in a large-scale population-based study from children aged 2 to 12 years (To, Cheung, & McLeod, 2013). In this study, tones were largely acquired by 2.5 years of age and the majority of vowels and consonants were acquired by 5 and 6 years of age, respectively. Taken together, these studies arrived at a common conclusion that tone is early acquired followed by vowels and then by consonants and that the early acquisition of tone is observable across different tone inventories.

While there appears to be general consensus that relative to vowels and consonants, lexical tones are produced early with considerable accuracy, judgments of tone errors were typically made by human observers in a categorical fashion (correct or incorrect). Innovations in speech analysis tools have afforded greater precision in evaluation of early tone productions. Acoustic analyses allow for children’s productions to be compared with adult productions as well as for children’s productions to be filtered such that the pitch contour underlying a tone production becomes the dominant cue in accuracy judgments. A move toward acoustic analyses of tone productions has revealed a different conclusion, specifically, that tone contrasts may be early to emerge in production but that the process actually takes a relatively long time to mature as compared to vowels and consonants. Wong, Schwartz, and Jenkins (2005) analyzed speech tokens of child productions (at 3 years) collected in a picture-naming task. All speech tokens were processed with a filter to remove segmental information and to preserve only the pitch contours to be judged by native Mandarin speakers. Results revealed that children were significantly less accurate than adults in producing target tones in spite of the fact that they could accurately perceive most tones. Even at 3 years of age, child productions were qualitatively different from that of adults.

Similar to adult ratings employed by Wong et al. (2005), acoustic analyses on the same data demonstrated significant differences between children’s productions and adult productions (Wong, 2012a). These differences appeared regardless of whether tone language learners were raised in a tone-lan-
guage-speaking environment or as immigrants to a nontone language environment (Wong, 2012b). Follow-up analyses with older children revealed that tone mastery is still incomplete by 4–5 years of age with little developmental change in tone production observed over the preschool years (Wong, 2013).

The suite of studies by Wong (Wong, 2012a, 2012b, 2013; Wong et al., 2005) has contributed valuably to prior research by revealing a different maturational profile of tone production when children’s productions are subject to more detailed scrutiny. In Wong’s studies, ratings by blind adult raters as well as acoustic analyses of the pitch contour point to a relatively lengthy course of acquisition, spanning at least the first 5 years of life. This finding stands in contrast to earlier studies that claim very early acquisition of stable tone productions (Hua & Dodd, 2000; Li & Thompson, 1977; So & Dodd, 1995). Furthermore, Wong’s studies suggest that tone does not necessarily mature in advance of vowels and consonants in production (Wong, 2012a, 2013). It is noteworthy that Wong’s studies primarily focused on pitch cues, such as $F_0$ height and contour, but did not include any analyses of secondary cues of tone. Thus, it is unclear whether children are able to produce secondary cues reliably and the extent to which these cues may have contributed to the perception of accuracy in prior studies.

Order of Acquisition of Individual Tones

Thus far, our review of studies has focused on the acquisition of a tone system in its entirety. However, as with tone perception, mastery of the tone system is not uniform across the entire inventory. Rather, there are observable differences in the timing of acquisition of particular tones. Integrating across multiple studies of tone production (Wong, 2012a, 2012b, 2013; Wong et al., 2005), Wong proposed an order of acquisition from Tone 51 to Tone 55 to Tone 35 to Tone 214 (from earliest to latest acquired). A second consistent finding is that within this ordering, there appears to be a sharp decrement in accuracy for Tone 214 relative to Tones 55, 35, and 51 (see Wong, 2013; Wong et al., 2005).

There are several proposed reasons for the asynchronous acquisition of tones. One account derives from examining muscular involvement in production of different tones (Wong, 2012a, 2013). The earliest acquired tone (Tone 51) demands the least in terms of motor control of the laryngeal muscles (Wong, 2013) and is primarily defined by relaxation of the cricothyroid (CT) muscle. At other end of the continuum of tone acquisition, Tone 214, which is particularly late acquired, appears to demand greater motor sequencing and control, requiring initial activation of a different muscle, the sternohyoid (SH) muscle, followed by a decrease in SH activity and an increase in CT activity (see Wong, 2012a, for a detailed description of laryngeal muscular involvement for each tone). There is of course no conclusive evidence that tone production across tones. However, it is possible that the physiological complexity of tone productions influences the precision with which they are articulated in early childhood, as demonstrated for vowel and consonant productions (see Smith, 2006, for a review).

A second explanation for differences in timing of acquisition of individual tones relates to their linguistic and psychoacoustic properties. This perspective is based largely on the late acquisition of Tone 214, which may be inherently unstable because of tone sandhi rules. While there are several tone sandhi rules, there is a rule that applies specifically to Mandarin Tone 214. When two syllables, each associated with Tone 214, are produced in succession, the first syllable is substituted for Tone 35. As a result, the first syllable of a disyllabic unit undergoes a whole-tone substitution from 214 to 35, which could cause confusion between these tones for young learners. In addition, Tone 214 is often produced in a truncated form (with the contour 21). The full tone (i.e., with the 214 contour) is usually only used when a target word is produced in isolation or at the end of an utterance. As such, a child might hear the full tone produced less frequently than each of the other tones. Wewalaarachchi and Singh (2014) reported that resolution of tone sandhi rules in word recognition emerges relatively late between 4 and 5 years of age, even though children were familiar with the words that underwent tone sandhi as early as 2–3 years of age. It is therefore possible that uncertainty about the form of Tone 214 may linger in young children based on its susceptibility to substitution on account of sandhi rules. Finally, Chen (2013) reports low sensitivity to tones involved in sandhi (35 and 214) both in tone language and nontone language speakers alike. This invites the alternative possibility that there may be universal perceptual biases that render these tones less distinctive and therefore more challenging to produce.
In summary, Clumeck’s (1980) initial observation that while tone contrasts are evident in infancy, this does not justify the conclusion that infants truly possess sophisticated knowledge of tone was indeed a prescient insight. A collection of subsequent studies investigating tone productions using adult judgments and acoustic analyses, most notably those by Puisan Wong, have corroborated the early presence of tone contrasts in children’s early productions and their appearance preceding consonants and vowels, yet these studies have also demonstrated that tones take several subsequent years to mature. These studies lead us back to Clumeck’s original observation that tone categories emerge early but take several years to fully “crystallize” and to reach adult-like targets.

**From Research to Theory: Implications for Theories of Language Development**

As reviewed earlier, several aspects of tone acquisition are unique in comparison to consonant–vowel acquisition in the domains of both perception and production. This suggests that we cannot easily generalize from learners of consonant–vowel systems to learners of tone systems in some aspects of first language acquisition. In light of this, three ways in which prevailing models of language development could be modified to accommodate lexical tone are proposed.

First, psycholinguistic research has historically drawn a critical distinction between the acquisition and processing of segmental and suprasegmental information. Segmental variation is often equated with phonemic variation. In contrast, suprasegmental variation is often defined at the level of the syllable or phrase and is commonly construed to be nonphonemic variation. However, in tone language systems, lexical tone is a suprasegmental cue that fulfills a phonemic function, akin to segments. Consequently, arriving at a correct linguistic interpretation of segmental and suprasegmental cues, a hallmark of language development that is integrated into existing theoretical models (e.g., Curtin et al., 2011), is arguably more complex for the tone language learner. Specifically, for tone language learners, the set of cues that may be useful in distinguishing segmental and suprasegmental variation differs from those that may be useful for nontone language learners. Current and future models could be enhanced by incorporating cross-linguistic variation in how phonemic variation is defined in languages, encompassing phonemic variation based on segmental (i.e., vowels/consonants) as well as suprasegmental (i.e., tone) cues.

Second, a potential complication to acquiring tones is the issue of multifunctionality. In tone languages, lexis is just one of the multiplex of functions served by pitch variation. Such languages also use pitch variation to mark pragmatic functions, such as marking question and statement distinctions, assignment of prosodic focus, and conveyance of emotional prosody (Liu & Xu, 2005; Wang, Li, & Fang, 2005; Yuan, 2011). One would expect conflicting tone and intonation relations to cause lexical ambiguity and potential confusion. Indeed, tone–intonation relations can be difficult for adult speakers of a tone language to negotiate and reconcile (Yuan, 2011) and one might suspect such difficulties would only be compounded earlier in development. Developmental accounts of how young children partition sources of pitch variation into discrete linguistic and communicative functions have not been advanced, yet this requirement presents a potential learning challenge to the young tone language learner that remains unexplored. It is possible that it is this very challenge that accounts for the protracted course according to which tone knowledge appears to stabilize. In sum, theories of language development should optimally incorporate a mechanism to disaggregate vocal pitch in tone languages into its constituent functions.

Finally, in several respects, the course of acquisition charted for language development does not accommodate findings obtained from tone language learners. For instance, one of the most widely documented developmental transitions in infancy—attunement to native phonological categories—appears to assume a different trajectory with regard to lexical tone (Liu & Kager, 2014; Yeung et al., 2013). In particular, the notion that infants learning a nontone language undergo a decline in sensitivity to lexical tones, followed by a resurgence in sensitivity to tone, points to a unique developmental profile that has not been documented for vowels and consonants in monolingual infants. These findings suggest that the time course linked to normative phonological development may not extend to lexical tone. Theories of typical language development merit expansion to accommodate unique aspects of tone languages that may shift the timetable of phonological attunement to tone.

Although lexical tone is a highly frequent feature of human languages, theories of language development have traditionally side-stepped the role of tone in defining the acquisition of words and sounds. This may be attributable to historical
traditions that have long prevailed within developmental psycholinguistics. For example, foundational theories of phonological systems, such as generative phonology (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) and distinctive feature theory (Jakobson, 1962) were derived for English. These theories were engineered to describe all languages and indeed, they were successfully applied across a diversity of languages such as Russian, Hebrew, Japanese, French, and Spanish. However, such theories are tightly bound to consonants and vowels and do not account for lexical tone. As such, proposed theoretical adaptations, most notably Goldsmith’s (1976) theory of autosegmental phonology and Wang’s (1967) proposal for distinctive features for tone (see Clements, Michaud, & Patin, 2011, for a discussion of tone features), significantly advanced our understanding of human languages by integrating tone. Introducing theoretical crosswinds to traditional psycholinguistics, such theories inspired a body of experimental research on the role of tone in early language acquisition. This body of experimental research has shown us that the acquisition of tone is distinct from more commonly studied phonetic segments and that lexical tone acquisition may be subject to a unique set of constraints in the early language learner. The uniqueness of tone in language acquisition is discussed below, followed by a discussion of how exceptional properties of tone acquisition can be integrated into formal models of language development.

The Uniqueness of Lexical Tone Acquisition: Evidence for Precocity and Protraction

In the development of production and perception, tone appears to stand out as exceptional among other components of phonology. In particular, tone appears to assume a comparatively lengthier and arguably more complex course of acquisition. Tone categories seem not only to emerge precociously in several domains of early language acquisition (Li & Thompson, 1977; Singh et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2015; To et al., 2013; Yeung et al., 2013), but they also seem to stabilize more gradually than consonant and vowel categories (Liu & Kager, 2014; Singh et al., 2014; Singh et al., 2015; Wewalaarachchi & Singh, 2014; Wong, 2013). Perhaps the most striking contrast with vowel and consonant sensitivity is that tone sensitivity has been shown to remain strong for nontone learning infants over a lengthier period of development than vowels and consonants (Liu & Kager, 2014).

The findings of Liu and Kager’s (2014) study complement a groundswell of evidence from adult studies demonstrating persistent tone sensitivity in speakers of nontone languages. For example, non-tone-speaking adults have been shown to discriminate lexical tones with reasonably high levels of accuracy even though tones do not draw lexical distinctions in their language (although the basis for tone judgments has been shown to differ for tone and nontone language learners; Francis, Ciocca, Ma, & Fenn, 2008; Hallé, Chang, & Best, 2004). In contrast, several studies have reported poor discrimination of non-native segmental contrasts in adults (e.g., Miyawaki et al., 1975; Werker, Gilbert, Humphrey, & T ees, 1981; see Best & Tyler, 2007, for a detailed review on attenuation of non-native segmental discrimination). Comparisons across studies have revealed that adults can make great strides in learning non-native tone contrasts in the absence of prior tone language experience (So, 2006; Wang, Spence, Jongman, & Sereno, 1999) in contrast to the relatively modest gains observed when adults are charged with learning non-native segments (e.g., Lively, Pisoni, Yamada, Tohkura, & Yamada, 1994; Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991). In a direct comparison of adults’ representation and perception of non-native tones and non-native segments, Zhang, Samuel, and Liu (2012) reported an advantage for tones over segments.

In addition to detecting tone contrasts, nontone language learners have also been shown to be able to integrate contrastive tones into newly learned words after relatively brief amounts of training (e.g., Wong & Perrachione, 2007) and were as sensitive (in the aggregate) to tone contrasts as adults learning a tone language (Francis et al., 2008). In a recent study by Antoniou and Wong (2015), non-tone language speakers were better able to integrate tones into newly learned words than a non-native consonant contrast, although it should be noted that this study employed a small set of contrasts. In sum, across a number of studies, there appears to be an emerging consensus that tones may assume a unique representational status. This conclusion is based on developmental research suggesting that tone sensitivity appears particularly strong both in phoneme discrimination and word recognition tasks and on adult studies, where basal and acquired tone sensitivity has been demonstrated to be relatively high even if tone is not encoded in the native language. In combination, these findings invite the possibility that tone may be privileged in terms of perception and learnability relative to phonetic
segments. We offer two candidate reasons for this potential asynchrony.

One possibility for the early emergence of tone and for the maintenance of tone sensitivity relates to the provenance of tone: vocal pitch. As noted by Hallé et al. (2004) and others, tone contrasts surface in every language in the form of intonational contrast, which are also marked primarily by pitch movements. For example, pragmatically meaningful distinctions, such as questions and statements, are reliably distinguished by pitch across tone and nontone languages alike (Bolinger, 1978). Likewise, the use of pitch to signal vocal affect is robust across languages (Lieberman, 1967). This may contribute to a functional and adaptive sensitivity toward vocal pitch in human languages that is independent of whether it is integrated into the native language as a source of lexical contrast. Indirect support for this hypothesis comes from evidence for an apparent loss of sensitivity to suprasegmental features other than pitch (i.e., stress) that are truly absent from the native language (Dupoux, Pallier, Sebastian, & Mehler, 1997), inviting the possibility that the broad communicative scope of pitch may preserve pitch (and tone) sensitivity in tone and nontone speakers.

The centrality of pitch in auditory processing is evidenced at various stages in development. At the earliest phases of auditory perception, pitch, along with stress and rhythm, are preferentially available to infants prior to birth (Fifer & Moon, 1988). Over the months following birth, infants are astutely tuned into various sources of pitch variation (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987). The primacy of pitch early in development is followed by a continuing sensitivity to pitch throughout the life span in tone and nontone language speakers alike (e.g., Lee & Nusbaum, 1993). A foundation for lexical tone sensitivity that is rooted in pitch perception is perhaps most clearly attested by demonstrations that nontone-speaking adults are able to profit from training on lexical tone contrasts, but that their success at this task was associated with their general auditory sensitivities to pitch (e.g., Wong & Perrachione, 2007). Overall, the influence of pitch appears remarkably potent early in development and appears resistant to decay even when it is downweighted in the native language. It is possible that lexical tone rides on a dimension of speech—vocal pitch—that begins as and remains an influential source of variation in language processing to draw communicatively relevant distinctions and that this accounts in part for the unique profile of tone acquisition.

A second possibility for the precocious analysis of tone—not mutually exclusive from the first—may derive from its overall acoustic salience within a tone language. Specifically, tone is encoded at the level of the syllable above the level of the segment and is obligatorily applied to every syllable in a tone language. In contrast, consonants, which appear to be emerge relatively late in perception and in production (e.g., Hua & Dodd, 2000; Werker & Tees, 1984), are comparatively transient and are optional elements of syllables. As such, tones may be easier to track and analyze compared to phonetic segments, such as consonants, by virtue of their acoustic properties and integrality to the syllable. It is possible that acoustic salience contributes to the early analysis of tone as a linguistic feature, as suggested in prior studies demonstrating early uptake of tone information (Hua & Dodd, 2000; Yeung et al., 2013).

The primacy of pitch in human perception and the relative salience of tones relative to other phonetic segments are two candidate (and possibly related) accounts for precocity in tone acquisition, yet further research is required to draw firm conclusions on precisely why tone appears exceptional in the course of acquisition. What remains evident is that lexical tone exhibits a unique course of acquisition in comparison to other aspects of phonology.

**Formal Models of Language Acquisition: Where Does Lexical Tone Fit?**

Lexical tone has currently not yet been integrated into existing developmental models of language development. However, a recent initiative has been launched to adapt a prevailing model of psycholinguistic processing—the TRACE model (McClelland, Mirman, & Holt, 2006)—to tone languages. Due to its emphasis on interactivity between tiers of linguistic representation (phonetic features, phonemes, words), the TRACE model is uniquely well suited to the natural variation that exists within human languages in the acoustic composition of phonemes as well as in the relations between features, phonemes, and words. An adaptation of TRACE, TTRACE, was recently proposed by Tong, McBride, and Burnham (2014) to account for lexical tone in speech processing. In contrast to its progenitor, TRACE, TTRACE builds in “tonemes” (phonetic segments corresponding to lexical tones) at the phoneme tier. Furthermore, TTRACE expands on the repertoire of features used to define phonemes in TRACE by including pitch characteristics that define lexical tone. Finally, a central postulate of
TTRACE is a unique set of relations between features, phonemes, and words that reflects the underlying structure of tone language systems.

Although TTRACE has recently been formulated and awaits validation via further empirical testing, it represents an important advance in linguistic theory. Specifically, it calls into question the tacit assumption that existing models of language processing are generalizable across human languages and not limited to a relatively small class of typologically similar languages on which they were originally founded. Tong et al. (2014) provide much-needed direction in furthering our understanding of the diversity of systems inherent in human language. At present, as acknowledged by Tong et al., TTRACE does not yet make developmental predictions nor does it posit effects of age on tone language acquisition. However, the rapidly expanding body of empirical work in lexical tone acquisition provides a bedrock of evidence from which testable predictions of models such as TTRACE may naturally derive.

Future Directions in Tone Language Acquisition

From our review of the literature, it is clear that tone learners show early phonological attunement for tone. There is also a stable pattern of integration of native tone in word-learning tasks, which is evident as early as 11 months (Singh & Foong, 2012), throughout the 2nd year (Gao et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2014), and sustained into the 3rd year of life (Singh et al., 2015). However, the specificity of early tone categories has yet to be determined. Research by Yeung et al. (2013) has given us first insight into this by demonstrating distinct responses to Cantonese tones by Mandarin and Cantonese learners as early as 4 months of age. However, Mattock and Burnham’s (2006) reports of sensitivity to Thai tones in Cantonese learners suggest comparatively nonspecific tone categories. Further research is needed to reconcile these different findings. The broader aim of this would be to progress beyond documenting the process of attunement to lexical tone—which is established to some degree—to determine the degree of phonological precision ascribed to early tone representations. Such studies could involve within-subjects analyses of tone language learners of their sensitivity to native and nonnative tones to determine the phonological specificity of early tone categories.

Decoupling Lexical Tone and Intonation

An important and related question relates to the interaction of lexical tone and intonation. Tone-intonation relations need to be resolved in order for learners to acquire a vocabulary that represents words with appropriate phonological definition. As previously highlighted, pitch changes signal intonational or prosodic cues in all languages, but serve the additional function of determining lexical identity in tone languages. Infants appear to be biased toward storing suprasegmental cues in memory, demonstrating retention and integration of pitch even if they are only exposed to nontone languages (Singh et al., 2008) in addition to storing several other types of surface details that do not determine meaning (see Newman, 2008, for a review). Differentiating the multiple functions of pitch in a tone language is an added challenge that tone language learners must overcome to become proficient. However, developmental research in this area is currently lacking. Future studies could consider how infants and children decouple intonational variation from lexical tone by comparing tone learners’ responses to intonational phrases that diverge from (or converge with) the acoustic profile of lexical tones. As a first foray into this question, Singh and Chee (2016) compared recognition of words in rising tones (e.g., Tone 35) conveyed in rising intonational phrases (i.e., in questions) versus in falling intonational phrases (e.g., statements) and vice versa. Their findings demonstrated that it was not until 4–5 years of age that children were able to resolve tone–intonation conflicts (Singh & Chee, 2016). This particular conflict has been shown to be challenging for adult speakers of a tone language to negotiate (Yuan, 2011) and it stands to reason that children may encounter difficulty in this respect. Furthermore, it is possible that the processing of differentiating pitch into discrete functions contributes to the late stabilization of tone categories in native learners, although such an account merits further investigation.

Sensitivity to Variation in Cues to Tone Identity

As has been highlighted in the above review, while tone is primarily identified and driven by
pitch-related cues (Chandrasekaran et al., 2010; Fu & Zeng, 2000; Gandour, 1983, 1984), there are also many secondary cues to tone identity, most notably, duration and amplitude (Blicher et al., 1990; Whalen & Xu, 1992). In fact, it is unlikely that pitch is ever used in isolation to convey lexical tone. However, developmental studies of tone acquisition have focused almost exclusively on pitch cues to tone. Incidentally, pitch cues to tone are commonly obscured in particular speech styles that feature prominence in infant-directed speech, such as singing or whispered speech. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the language learner to learn how and when to integrate cues to tone other than pitch. While mature listeners can readily compensate for the absence of pitch cues (e.g., Liu & Samuel, 2004), there have been no developmental studies to determine how and when this ability emerges in development. Mature listeners clearly possess a fine-grained, multidimensional view of tone (e.g., Connell, Hogan, & Rozsypal, 1983) that is necessary for successful tone perception. However, developmental research has not probed the nature of the developing tone percept in children nor has the pathway to a complex adult-like percept been explored. Further studies aimed at identifying the determinants of tone perception and integration other than pitch would allow us to define early tone representations with greater precision. Furthermore, such an approach toward the empirical study of tone would appropriately recognize the truly multidimensional nature of tones, allowing us to understand how cues to tone other than pitch are perceived and integrated into words.

Coevolution of Tone Perception and Production

Speech perception and production are presumed to be related constructs, exemplified by the fact that English speakers with a more fine-grained discrimination of phonetic contrast are also likely to produce the same phonemes with a greater degree of acoustic contrast (e.g., Fox, 1982). The extent of linguistic transfer between perception and production points to an important area of research in first language development. The current review of tone production and perception points to several similarities between domains, such as early emergence and late stabilization of tone categories. However, a more precise determination of the nature of the production–perception interface would inform our understanding of the way in which parallel development across these domains may be linked. While some studies have been conducted in this area, they have focused on atypical populations (e.g., Xu et al., 2010). An examination of production–perception correspondences has not been established in typically developing children. It is possible that tone learners stand to gain from a transfer of discrimination skills between perception and production as has been demonstrated in adults (Wang, Jongman, & Sereno, 2003). A more precise understanding of production–perception links in the developing tone language learner would provide insight into possible mediators of tone acquisition.

Conclusion

In summary, languages of the world exhibit a natural diversity, which is not reflected in mainstream empirical research or in theoretical foundations of language development. In particular, lexical tone—although predominant in human languages—is quite rarely studied in language development. A recently evolving focus on lexical tone leads us to the conclusion that core processes of tone acquisition, such as the emergence of tone as a phonological category, the integration of tone information in word knowledge, and the stabilization of tone representation within the mature mental lexicon, follow a unique developmental course. These empirical findings invite reflection on theories of early language acquisition—in terms of both timing of events and constraints on early language processing. In sum, empirical studies of tone acquisition in childhood provide strong motivation for an expanded narrative on early phonological and lexical development that incorporates greater linguistic diversity.
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